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VARIATION A

PART I 

Task 1. Grammar
Read the sentences below and choose the best answer to complete each sentence. (8 points)
1. Would you like ……………… milk in your coffee?

B: Yes,……………. please.
A. any/a little  B. any/few C. some/few D. some/a little  E. any/some

2. I’m more experienced than you,…………………?
A. am I  B. am not I C. don’t I D. aren’t I   E.  do I 

3. A:   How often ………… you ……..a library?
B:………………..

A. do, use/Once a  week   B. are, use/Always  C. are, using/Now  
D. did, used/Often   E. do, use/Yesterday

4. A: Does Josh like singing?     
B: Yes, he said that he …………………… doing it.

A. likes  B. didn’t like  C. liked  D. doesn’t like  E. is liking
5. A: My son can’t vote this year

B: I see. If he ……...........…eighteen, he…………….....…….able to vote.
A. was/will be    B. is/would be   
C. wasn’t/won’t be   D. were/would be   
E. were/would

Task 2. Vocabulary
Choose one word or phrase that best completes the sentence. (10 points)
6. According to the weather …………………. there will be snow tomorrow.

A. programme  B. information C. survey D. forecast  E. news
7. Did you watch the football ……………. between England and Spain on television tonight?

A. play      B. match C. contest D. sport   E. competition
8. Only three people …………………….the crash. Everyone was killed.

A. lived  B. recovered C. relieved D. survived  E. overcame
9. There was a small wooden house ……………… the trees.

A. on   B. among C.  above D. below  E.  over
10. The national ……………….. of France used to be the Franc, but now it’s the Euro.

A. money  B. currency C. bank note D. coin   E. cash
 
Choose the best response. (10 points)
11. Client: Hello, Can I speak to Mr. Jackson, please?

Receptionist: ……………………………………
A. Hold on, I’m putting you through B. OK,  I’ll  pass your message
C. I’ll decide it    D. Sorry, I can’t 
E. Call me back soon

12. Reporter: How do you find  living in Rome?
Mr. White: …………………… 

A. Oh dear, what’s up?   B. Thanks. Say hello to Susan 
C. I’m always right   D. I’m enjoying it  
E. Bless you

13. Husband: Oh dear! Hurry up, otherwise we’ll miss the flight.
Wife: …………………………………

A. That’s probably a good idea  B. No, of course not 
C. Oh, I couldn’t do that   D. Just a minute. I can’t find my purse 
E. There is no reason to laugh. I can’t find my purse

14. Mr. Brown: I want to use the Internet.
John: …………………

A. OK. I’ll switch it off   B. Delete it then  
C. No, it has never happened  D. Yes, it matters.  
E. OK. You can log on to this computer
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15. Receptionist: Hello, the Central Hospital. How can I help you?
Client: ……………………

A. Hi. Is there a post office near here? B. Hello. Give me a ring as soon as possible
C. Hello. What can I do for you?  D. I’d like to make an appointment, please?
E. Thanks for calling me

Identify and choose one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected.   (12 points)
16. The cheerful, lively  sound  of  dance  music  expired almost everyone. No error

  A            B              C         D           E
17.  After such a  disparaging  meal, we were all quick to applaud Mary for her delicious cooking
      A       B             C     D          E
18. We are specially going  to have to face the reality that the resources of Earth are limited.

           A          B            C   D   E
19. There are concepts associated with the words ‘‘United States.’’ No error.  
              A B  C             D               E

Add the correct prefix  to the word in bold and complete the sentence. (1 point )
20. She is ……….lingual because her mother is French and her father is German

A. mono  B. bi  C. trans  D. super   E.  de

Complete the second sentence. The second sentence has a similar meaning to the first sentence. (1 point)
21. Can’t you walk any faster than that?

Is that………………………………….?
A. walk you can do faster  B. you can walk fastest   
C. the fastest you can walk  D. can you walk the fastest  
E. the fastest walk you can

Task 3.   Reading
Read the text and choose one best answer.  (10 points)

The Perfect Gift
1.  If you are the person  that everyone turns to when they need gift-giving advice, then don’t read any further. 

Unfortunately, for most of us, choosing  the right gift for a loved one can often be a frustrating experience. Here are some 
tips that should make gift shopping a lot less confusing. 

2.   Choosing a gift for someone you spend a lot of time with is relatively easy. Simply pay attention to what they 
look at when you go shopping together.

3.  And what about those you don’t see very often? Simply ask their friends or family for advice. They are the ones 
who know best what the person is interested in as well as what they want or need. 

4. Sometimes, it’s much easier to just ask people what they want. Children will be happy to tell you but adults 
tend to be a little less direct. In that case, try to find out what other people give them such as something related to their 
hobbies or interests. Avoid to choosing on your own or based on the shop keeper’s advice.

5.  Always make sure that the presents you buy can be returned. Never buy gifts from a shop that has no refund or 
exchange policy. If you are buying through the Internet, find out what options you have if the product is not satisfactory.

6.   Personally, whenever I don’t know what to get someone, I buy them a gift voucher. This way, the person in 
question can choose their own gift and you will have gained the reputation of being the perfect gift giver.
22. Which paragraph encourages you to ask what people want?

A. 1    B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5
23.  Which paragraph gives advice about buying gifts for people  you know well?

A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5
24.  Which paragraph tells you what to avoid?

A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5
25. Which paragraph expresses a writer’s opinion?

A. 2   B. 3  C. 4  D. 5   E. 6

26. Which paragraph helps you with buying gifts for people you haven’t seen for a long time?
A. 1    B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 6
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Read the text again and choose one best answer (15 points)\
27. How should you choose a gift for someone you know well?

A. Ask her or his friends for advice
B. Pay attention to what they look at when you go shopping together
C. Choose what you like most
D. Choose the most expensive one
E. Choose the cheapest one

28. How should you to choose a gift for someone that you don’t see very often?
A. Choose what shop keeper advices 
B. When you go shopping together, find out his or her interest
C. Choose what you like most
D. Ask his or her friends or family what he or she wants or needs
E. Choose the nicest one

29. Which is true about getting gifts?
A. Most people don’t like getting gift vouchers as presents 
B. Children don’t say what presents they want
C. Adults always tell you what they want to get
D. Friends or family know best what present someone  wants to get
E. People don’t usually get a present that their family likes

30. Which suggestion about buying presents is mentioned in the text?
A. The presents you buy can’t be returned
B. Buy gifts from a shop that has an exchange policy
C. You should  directly buy through  the Internet
D. You can buy what you like for someone else
E. You shouldn’t think about the options if the product is not satisfactory

31. What do people use when they have no gift ideas for someone?
A. money  B. a souvenir C. a gift voucher D. a book E. gift

 
Read the text again and choose the appropriate word or phrase for each word  in bold. (9 points)
32. The word “those” in paragraph 3 means? 

A. gifts  B. people C. shops  D. advice E. family members 
33. The word “ whenever” in paragraph 6 is nearest in meaning to  

A. everywhere  B. usually C. which D. at any time E. often
34. The word “refund” in paragraph 5 is nearest in meaning to

A. rebuy  B. return  C. buy  D. sell  E. agree

Task 4. Word Formation
Fill in the sentences with the correct word form. ( 3 points)
35. These spoons are made of …………… silver.

A. real   B. reality C. realistic D. realist      E. realizable
36. Put the potatoes into boiling water, ………… after peeling them.

A. prefer  B. preferably C. preferable D. preference E. preferential
37. The old man did the ………..for the documentary.

A. narrate  B.  narrative   C. narration D. narrator E. narrators

PART II

Task 5. Social Expressions
2.1. Match the following signs with the sentences. (10 points)

A. PHARMACIST   1. What kind of property did you have  in mind?
B. REAL ESTATE AGENT’S  2. And an airmail sticker, please? 
C. POST OFFICE      3. A day time return ticket to London, please?
D. RAILWAY STATION   4. I can’t sell them to you without a prescription. 
E. DEPARTMENT STORE  5. Would you prefer a digital one?

2.2. Read the sentences. Then find the meaning of the words in bold with the appropriate phrasal verb. (6 points)
A. My sister behaves like my father in every way.
 1. takes to 2. takes away  3. takes after 4. takes off 5. takes over
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B. My car engine stopped working so I called a mechanic.
 1. broke down  2. broke off 3. broke out 4. broke in 5. broke up
C. Although she had a headache, she continued playing with her son.
 1. went up  2. went out 3. went in for 4. went on 5. went off

Task 6. Understanding and Interpreting Data
2.3. Analyze the graph and choose the appropriate answer.                    (10 points)

Below is a graph of comparing the percentage of total spending on potatoes and beef by the average costumer at UB 
shopping centers in 2002 and 2008 (figures shown in percentages)

A. The percentage spent on beef in the Narantuul shopping center ……..............….. from 2002 to 2008
 1. fluctuated between 2%-8%  2. increased by 8%  3. dropped by 2%  
 4. increased by 50%   5. decreased by 50%
B. The percentage spent on potatoes in the Bayanzurkh shopping center ………..from 2002 to 2008.
 1. rose by 60.5%    2. increased by 11%   3. fell by 49.5%    
 4. fluctuated between 11%-49.5%  5. increased by 60.5%
C.  The percentage difference between spending on beef in Mercury and Narantuul shopping centers in   
      2008 was…….. .
 1. 58%     2. 19-59.8%   3. 0.7%       
 4. 1.8%        5. 1%
D.  The percentage of spending on potatoes in the Narantuul shopping center ………. from 2002 to 2008.
 1. dropped to 8%    2. fell by 50%   3. increased by 20%    
 4. decreased by 50%      5. fluctuated between 5-10%    
E.  The difference between the percentages spent on potatoes and beef in Narantuul shopping center in 2002  
      was…….
 1. 1.3%  2. 1.5%  3. 2%  4. 2.8%        5. 3%

VARIATION B

PART I

Task 1.  Grammar
Read the sentences below and choose the best answer to complete each sentence.      (8 points)
1. A: Do you need…………. from your office?

B: Yes, please. Could you get me ………….. stamps?
A. something/some B. anything/any C. anything/some  D. something/any E. any/some

2. Everyone brought a gift,…………………………?
A. didn’t he  B. did she C. did they D. did he  E. didn’t they

3. A: What time ……………. the performance ………………..?
B:………………………..

A. do, began/At 4 p.m   B. does, begin/At 6p.m  C. does, begin/that evening    
D. does ,began/At 8p.m   E. did, began/At 7p.m
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4. A: Does Anna keep a strict diet?
B: No, she said that she……………..a few simple rules.

A. didn’t keep  B. doesn’t keep  C. keeps  D. kept  E. keeped 
5. A: I have a problem with my properties.

B: If I…………..you, I…………. see a lawyer.
A. were/will  B. were/would  C. was/will D. am/will E. were/would have

 
Task 2.  Vocabulary

Choose one word or phrase that best completes the sentence. (10 points)
6. They have already …….……….. a hotel room.

A. rented  B. booked  C. paid  D. hired  E. ordered
7. She was ………………. to hear  that the children had arrived home safe.

A. anxious  B. disappointed  C. relieved D. tired  E. bored
8. I don’t think it’s my ……………….that the TV blew up. I just turned it on.

A. error  B. mistake  C. fault  D. duty  E. business
9. My grandfather is as ……………….. as a young man and  hates sitting around doing nothing all day.

A. generous  B. energetic  C. talkative D. sensitive E. polite
10. A man who isn’t married is a…………………..

A. bachelor  B. widower  C. divorced D. married E. widow.
 
Choose the best response. (10 points)
11. Steve: I feel nervous. I’ve got an exam today.

Paul: ……………………
A.  Do your best    B. I wonder if you could help me 
C. Not at all     D. What  wrong have you done?  
E. Don’t mention it

12. Mark: I’m bored. I need somebody to talk with.
Brother:  …………………

A. Sure. Tell me how much you want  B. I’m sorry .I can’t stand it
C. Have a sandwich    D. Come and speak to me 
E. Let’s join us

13. Employer: I’ll send you the application form by fax.
Applicant: …………………..

A. Let’s go then     B. You are welcome   
C. That’s very kind    D. Go straight on   
E. You must do it

14. Paul: How about a cup of coffee?
Peter: …………………..

A. What a good idea!    B. What for?      
C. What a small world!       D. They will say OK  
E. What a ridiculous idea!

15. Brian: Oh, no! Someone has stolen my purse!
Oscar: ………………..

A. What a joke     B. What a pity!    
C. What is the problem exactly?      D. Sure. Tell me how much you want 
E. Don’t be rude

Identify and choose one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected. (12 points)
16. You needn’t call a taxi. I’ll pick you  a  lift.
    A      B   C     D         E
17. The ten new members of the European Union were formerly recognized on May 1 in a colorful ceremony.                                                                                                    

  A                                                                        B        C                D         E       

18. Yellow Stone National Park, with rocks of many colours and a wide variety of wildlife, is one of the less spectacular 
    A            B       C  D         E

parks in the United States.
19. Because of his exaggerated sense of his own importance, Larry often tried to share our activities.
 A           B            C      D         E
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Add the correct prefix to the word in bold and complete the sentence. (1 point)
20. The ………… atlantic flight from Europe to America took several hours.

A. sub   B. over  C. bi  D. trans   E. inter

Complete the second sentence. The second sentence has a similar meaning to the first sentence. (1point)
21. Can’t you speak any louder than that?

Is that …………………………..?
A. the loudest you can speak   B. the loudest speaking you can  
C. you can speak loudly    D. can you speak loudly  
E. the most loud you can speak

 
Task 3. Reading

Read the text and choose one best answer. (10 points)
The Safe Way to Shop Online

1. The internet is a great place to shop. At the click of a mouse, you can buy anything from an airline ticket to a 
second-hand book. However, many people feel uncomfortable shopping online because they are not sure how safe it is 
to use their credit cards on the World Wide Web. The following tips will make sure that you have a safe, secure shopping 
experience every time you shop on the Internet.

2. Buy products from companies you know. Anyone can set up an online store. If you have never heard of a com-
pany, it may not be wise to do business with them. Ask friends which stores they shop from online. They are sure to tell 
you who to use and who to avoid!

3. Keep your passwords private! Use your imagination when you create a password to use on the internet. It is a 
good idea  to use a combination of numbers, letters and symbols. Don’t use your birthday or your nickname, as these are 
too obvious. When you have decided on your password, don’t give it to anyone. 

4.  Keep a record. Make sure that you always print off receipts of any orders is you make online. You should keep 
a copy of your order confirmation number as well as all other details of each purchase you make. 

5.  Don’t give out personal information. If you are asked for your home address, telephone number or e-mail ad-
dress, make sure you know who is asking for it and what they are going to use it for. If you have children, warn them not 
to give out these details online. 

6. Just follow these simple steps and you are sure to make the most of your cyber-shopping experience! 
22. In which paragraph are advantages of shopping online mentioned?

A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5
23. Which paragraph gives advice about from whom to buy?

A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5
24. In which paragraph are causes of uncomfortable feeling about shopping online described?

A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5
25. Which paragraph tells you what you should do when you are asked for personal details? 

A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5
26. Which paragraph tells how to create a password ?

A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5

Read the text again and choose one best answer. (15 points)
27. What is the main idea of the text?

A. Any company can choose to open an online store  
B. Warn the children not to give personal information
C. You can do safe, secure cyber-shopping all the time 
D. People don’t know how to use credit cards
E. It’s not a good idea to do business with companies you don’t know

28. What sentence expresses the advantages of doing online shopping?
A. Anyone can set up online store
B. At a click of the mouse you can buy everything you need
C. You can use a combination of letters and numbers 
D. You should keep a copy of documents
E. They are sure to tell you who to use and who to avoid

29. What should you do if you are asked for your  personal details?
A. Make an appointment as soon as possible  B. Tell when I was born and what my name is
C. Make sure who is asking and what for   D. Interrupt the phone call
E. Ask friends if I should tell or not
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30. What should you do at any time of purchasing?
A. I should keep credit cards    B. I should follow the tips
C. I should keep a copy of the order confirmation  D. I should keep passwords
E. I should give out home address

31. What should we remember if we shop online?
A. Ask friends which store  they shop from online  B. Don’t use a credit card 
C. Use a nickname as a password    D. Use only letters in a password
E. Buy products from a new company

 
Read the text again and choose the appropriate word or phrase for each word in bold.     (9 points)
32. What does the phrase “secondhand” mean in paragraph 1?

A. two hands  B. used before C. handmade D. give     E. hand over
33. What does the phrase “cyber-shopping” mean in paragraph 6? 

A. shopping online     B. buy computers   
C. sell electrical supplies      D. virtual   
E. computer generated

34. What does the word ‘‘set up” mean in paragraph 2?
A. create  B. associate C. network  D. complex    E. connect with

 

Task 4. Word Formation
Fill in the sentences with the correct word form.         (3 points)
35. My friend has very ……………… offered to help out with the food and drink for the party.

A. kindly  B. kindness C. kind  D. unkind  E. over
36. My guitar playing has improved ………….

A. signify  B. significantly C. significance D. significant  E. signification
37. You look …….. nice in both dresses.

A. equal  B. equality C. equally  D. equalize  E. equable
 

PART II 

Task 5. Social Expressions
2.1. Match the following signs with the sentences.         (5 points)

A. NO BILL STICKING                                              1. leave these seats for people who are elderly 
                                                                                            or find it difficult to move.
B. PENALTY FOR DROPPING                                  2. Offenders may be liable to a heavy  fine.
 LITTER UP TO $150 FINE 
C. THESE SEATS ARE APPRECIATED                    3. You can buy drinks here 
 BY THE OLD AND INFIRM
D. DRINKS TO TAKE AWAY                                     4. You mustn’t put up any posters here.
E. SHOPLIFTERS WILL BE                                       5. You will be taken to court if you take 
 PROSECUTED       things without paying                                       

2.2. Read the sentences. Then find the meaning of the words in bold with the appropriate phrasal verb. (6 points)
A. I can’t wait for the camping trip, I’m really excited about it.
 1. looking after   2. looking up   3. looking for 
 4. looking forward to  5. looking at
B. I met Billy by chance yesterday.
 1. ran after  2. ran over 3. ran into 4. ran out of    5.  ran up
C. As I was cleaning my attic, I found an old photograph of my grandmother. 
 1. came round   2. came into   3. came across   
 4. came back   5. came in
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Task 6.  Understanding and Interpreting Data
2.3. Analyze the graph and choose the appropriate answer.                    (10 points)

Numbers of computers sold in UB shopping centers in 2006 and 2007 (figures shown in percentages)

A. The number of laptops sold at Computer Land has …………..  between 2006 and 2007.
 1. decreased by 250   2. fallen by 250   3. increased 3 times  
 4. fluctuated between 250%-950%  5. increased by 250  
B. The number of desktops sold at the Next Computers shopping center has ………… between 2006 to 2007.
 1. fallen by 100       2. gone up to 2300  3. increased by 100    
 4. fluctuated between 100%-2400  5.not changed
C. The difference between the number of laptops sold by BSB Electronics and Next Computers in 2007 and 
     2007 was ……….. .
 1. 930     2. 1300    3. 100
 4. 370     5. 2230
D. The number of laptops sold in Next Computers has ………………… from 2006 to 2007.
 1. fallen by 100    2. increased by 480     3. increased 2 times   
 4. gone up to 1000.   5. fluctuated  between 2300-2400
E. The year …………. had the greatest number of desktop sales.
 1. 2006       2. 2006-2007   3. 2007  
 4. 2004     5. 2005

VARIATION C

PART I

Task 1.  Grammar
Read the sentences below and choose the best answer to complete each sentence.     (8 points)
1. A:  I think there is ……………… wrong with my mobile phone.

B: There is …………….. wrong with it. You need to recharge the batteries.
A. anything /any   B. anything/nothing   
C. something/little   D. something/nothing  
E. any/some

2. Let’s have a party,………………………..?  
A. will you    B. did we   
C. shall we    D. didn’t we   
E. won’t you.

3. A: ………the earth ……… around the sun?
B:…………………….

A. Do, go/Yes, it is   B. Does, goes/Yes, it goes.   
C. Does, go/Yes, it does.   D. Does ,go/Yes, it is.  
E. Does, go/No, it doesn’t.
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4. A:  Does Emily leave home early?
B: No, she said that she………………..home early.

A. leaves   B. didn’t leave   C. left 
D. doesn’t leave   E. wouldn’t leave

5. 5. A: Do you still want to buy a computer?
B: Yes, I …………. buy a computer if I ……………. afford it 

A. will/could   B. could/can   C. would/could
D. will/can   E. could/would

 
Task 2. Vocabulary

Choose one word or phrase that best completes the sentence.                   (10 points)
6. I hate……….. oranges. I usually get my wife to do it for me since she has long nails.

A. skinning  B. slicing C. peeling D. shaving  E. cutting
7. I’ve decided to take a ………… across Europe this summer by car.

A. voyage  B. travel  C. trip  D. journey  E. package tour
8. The bus ……………. arrives late during bad weather. 

A. every week  B. now  C. always D. recently  E. yet
9. A …………… is an environmentally friendly method of transport..

A. motocycle  B. bicycle C. bus  D. train   E. plane
10. Don’t touch things that don’t ……………. to you.

A. belong  B. possess C. involve D. retain   E. own
 
Choose the best response.                     (10 points)
11. Phil: Would you like a piece of cake?

Liz: ……………………
A. Never mind     B. No, thanks. I’m on a diet   
C. I’m on a strike    D. It tastes delicious  
E. Oh, that sounds interesting 

12. Betty: Ouch! There’s something in my eye!
Miranda: …………………….

А. Let me see. No, I couldn’t            B. You should wear sunglasses
C. Let me look. No, I can’t see anything   D. What beautiful eyes you have!
Å. Let me think for a while

13. Stranger: Could you tell me where the post office is?
Boy: …………………………….

A. There was a post office fifty years ago   B. Yes. I could tell
C. Of course, go straight on   D. You can buy stamps at the post office 
E. Yes, it is

14. Carol: Anita moved to a new flat last week.
Simon: ………………….

A. How long has she lived there?            B. Really? What’s she like?
C. Did she move a new flat last week?  D. Oh really? What’s it like?        
E. Thanks, I’ll be there on time

15. Mum: Your room is such a mess
Son:  …………………..

A. I’m going to tidy it now   B. I don’t know how you live in it 
C. I think it needs cleaning   D. I clean my room every day
E. You are welcome

Identify and choose one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected.                (12 points)
16. As she neared retirement, Laura became more thoughtful and withdrawn. No error.  
       A        B          C  D                              E
17. He who laughs last laughs softest                                                                                                                          
       A B     C       D        E
18. The joy of the Titanic could have been avoided if more safety precautions had been taken.   
 A              B           C             D      E
19. The amounts of people who have registered for this course is so high that two sections will be created.                                              

             A                                          B                                   C               D        E
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Add the correct prefix  to the word in bold and complete the sentence.                     (1 point )
20. A trained man ……………activated the bomb before it went off.

A. dis  B. de  C. non  D. in  E. super

Complete the second sentence. The second sentence has a similar meaning to the first sentence.                (1 point)
21. Can’t you read any quicker than that?

Is that……………………..?
A. the quickest you can read  B. you can read quickly   
C. you can’t read more quickly  D. the quickest reading you can 
E. can you read quickly

 
Task 3.  Reading

Read the text and choose one best answer.                    (10 points)

Buy, Buy, Buy
1. Do you go shopping whenever you feel depressed? Do you spend too much money on things you don’t really 

need, lose control and then get into debt? If you answered ‘yes’ to these questions, you may be a shopaholic!
2. ‘‘Shopaholism’’ is uncontrolled shopping in order to feel better about yourself. Just like some people go on 

holidays to sunny countries or eat chocolate to feel better, others simply go on shopping sprees. But shopaholics usually 
come home with bags and bags of items, most of which will never be used, and an empty bank account. 

3. So, what can you do about the problem?
- Always pay in cash. Never take your credit cards with you when you go shopping-or better still, destroy them 

altogether.
- Make a shopping list before you leave the house and stick to it.
- Work out a monthly budget, so you know what you can spend.
- Take only enough money with you to pay for the absolute essentials.
- Avoid ordering goods from catalogues, and don’t watch shopping channels on TV.
- If you see something you feel you must have, ask the shop to keep it for you and go back again a few days later. 

If you still want it, buy it.
4. Try to follow these simple steps. We hope your effort won’t be pointless. After a while you can get exciting 

results and you should never lose control of your purse or your budget again! 

22. Which paragraphs describe a shopaholic?
a.  1 and  3  b.  2  and  3 c.  1 and 2 d.  1 and 4  e. 2 and 4 

23. Which paragraph gives advice about dealing with problems of uncontrolled shopping?
a.  1   b. 2  c. 3  d.  1 and 2  e.  1 and 3

24. Which paragraph gives a description of “ shopaholism”? 
a.  1   b. 2  c. 3  d.  1 and 2  e. 1 and 3

25. Paragraph 3 was written as a kind of……. .
a. request  b.  offering c.  advice d.  invitation  e.  commands

26. Which paragraph describes a writer’s opinion?
a. 1   b. 2  c. 3  d. 4   e.1 and 3

Read the text again and choose the best answer.                     (15 points)
27. What’s the main idea of the text?

A. To help people avoid buying unnecessary goods         B. To make people feel better
C. To tell where can buy goods            D. To help how to write the shopping list                               
E. To remind people always to pay in cash

28. Which sentence is not true about paragraph 2?
A. People like to go on holidays to sunny countries  B. People are happy when they eat chocolate
C. Shopaholics come home from shop with empty credit cards
D. Shopaholics always feel better than others  E. There are a lot of unnecessary goods

29. Which sentence is true about shopaholics?
A. They always buy more than they need   B. They always leave cash at home
C. They always take credit cards with them   D. They don’t like money 
E. They like to work at the shop

30. Which TV channel shouldn’t shopaholics watch?
A. cartoon  B. comedy C. news  D. shopping  E. education
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31. Why is it important to  work out a monthly budget ?
А. To buy more items    
B. To earn more money  
C. To know what you can spend     
D. Go shopping very often  
E. To leave cash at home

Read the text again and choose the appropriate word or phrase for each word in bold.                              (9 points)
32. The word “ budget” in paragraph 3 is nearest in meaning to 

A. financial plan  B. account   C. money 
D. to plan   E. funds

33. The word  “debt” in paragraph 1 is nearest in the meaning to?
А. money that is owed    B. money that mustn’t be paid 
C. balance     D. duty    
E. responsibility

34. The word “catalogue” in the text is nearest in the meaning to?.
A. small magazine  B. symbol   C. key  
D. listing   E. sign

 

Task 4. Word Formation
Fill in the sentences with the correct word form.                       (3 points)
35. We were ………… that we would receive a successful exam result.

A. hopeful   B. hope    C. hopelessly 
D. hopelessness   E. hoped

36. ……………. is becoming increasingly popular among young people lately.
A. Vegetable    B. Vegetarianism 
C. Vegetate    D. Vegetarian    
E. Vegetation

37. A novel is currently being ………….
A. dramatic   B. dramatically   C. dramatized 
D. dramatist   E. drama

 

PART II

Task 5. Social Expressions
2.1. Match the following signs with the sentences.          (5 points)

A.   DOCTOR’S   1. How big a bunch would you like?
B.   BANK    2. I’d like to cash this cheque, please 
C.   BARBER’S   3. How long have you had the pain?
D.   FLORIST’S   4. What kind of property did you have in mind?
E.   REAL ESTATE AGENT’S  5. Shall I leave it long in the back?     

2.2. Read the sentences. Then find the meaning of the words in bold with the appropriate phrasal verbs. (6 points)
A. I can’t do any more sit-ups. I‘ve got no more energy.
 1. run out of 2. run after 3. run over 4. run into 5. run back
B. My school finishes for the summer on June 18.
 1. breaks down 2. breaks 3. breaks out   4. break up   5. break in
C. Despite the bad weather, our flight to Chicago still left on time
 1.  took up 2. took over 3. took after  4. took off    5. took down 
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Task 6.       Understanding and Interpreting Data

2.3. Analyze the graph and choose the appropriate answer.                   (10 points)
Percentage of sheep and goats out of the total livestock population of three Aimags in 1998 and 2002 (figures shown 

in percentages)

A. The percentage of goats in Dundgobi province has ………since 1998.
 1. dropped to 13%   2. increased 4 times  
 3. increased by 13%   4. increased by 45%
B. The percentage of sheep in Dornogobi province has…………from 1998 to 2002.
 1. fallen by 29%    2. increased by 29% 
 3. fluctuated between 48% and 80%  4. increased by 19%
C. The percentage difference between Umnugobi province’s and Dornogobi province’s goats in 2002 is ……
 1. 7%  2. 73% to 80%  3. 153%   4. 53%
D. The  percentage difference between Umnugobi province’s and Dundgobi province’s sheep in 1998 is ... .
 1. 10%  2. 40%   3. 2%  4. 44%   5. 1.2%
E. The percentage of goats in Umnugobi  province has ...................... from 1998-2002. 
 1. decreased by 13%  2. dropped to 73%  3. increased by 55%    
 4. increased by 13%  5.gone up to 18%

VARIATION D

PART I

Task 1.  Grammar
Read the sentences below and choose the best answer to complete each sentence.      (8 points) 
1. A:  Can you lend me …………..money?

B:  I’m sorry, I can’t. I don’t have…………myself.
A. any/any   B. some/any   C. any/little  
D. some/few   E. any/few

2. She knew what time the train arrived,……………..?
A. didn’t she   B. does she   C. will she  
D. did she   E. is she

3. A:  How often …………….. you ………… swimming?
B:…………………….

A. do, go/Tomorrow  B. do, go /Twice a month  C. are, go /Usually     
D. are, go/Once a month  E. did, you /now

4. A:  Does Jean meet her friends at weekends? 
B:  Yes, she said that she ………………… them at weekends.

A. met    B. meet    C. meets  
D. is meeting   E. didn’t meet

5. A:  My mother is always angry with me.
B:  If I………..you, I ………….. talk to her.

A. wasn’t/would  B. were/would   C. was/will  
D. were/will   E. am/will
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Task 2.  Vocabulary
Choose one word or phrase that best completes the sentence.                    (10 points)
6. Which of the following things would help you to see a distant object more clearly?

A. sunglasses   B. a telegraph   C. microscope
D. cheek   E. binoculars

7. People are ………. to wear reflectors on their clothing when walking along a road in  the dark
A. told    B. warned   C. advised 
D. suggested   E. informed

8. You haven’t seen my knitting ………… anywhere, have you?
A. pits    B. nails    C. rods  
D. sticks   E. needles

9. It costs $10 a year to………………. to this magazine
A. join    B. subscribe   C. support  
D. pay     E. deliver

10. Greece has a very pleasant …………….
A. climate   B. temperature   C. weather
D. conditions          E. heat

Choose the best response.                    (10 points)
11. Clerk: I‘ve been promoted!

Worker: ……………….
A. Congratulations!  B. You shouldn’t have!   C. That’s very kind of you
D. Don’t mention it  E. Hardly believe

12. Linda: I’ve got a terrible headache.
Simon: ………………………..

A. My back aches  B. Why don’t you lie down for a while?        
C. I can’t stand it  D. Not at all   E. I’m sorry

13. Customer: Thanks, it’s the right size for me. Can I try it on?
Shopkeeper: ………………..

A. What size are you?  B. You should try it on  C. Sure, the fitting room is over there
D. Welcome again  E. Here you are

14. Student 1: Would you agree that Sam can be a bit selfish at times?
Student 2: ……………………

A. I strongly agree  B. He was satisfied with his job  C. He was anxious
D. I admire his  eagerness E. That sounds great

15. Kevin: We’d be delighted if you could come to our wedding
Tom:  …………………………….

A. Well, I found it rather disappointing 
B. Congratulations on your new job
C. I’m terribly sorry  but I have plans for that weekend 
D. Really, how?
E. I’m going to married too

Identify and choose one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected.                                           (12 points)
16. The amounts of people who have registered for this course is so high that two sections will be  created.                                       

              A                                             B                               C     D     E
17. Working rapidly over the pressure of time, Edmond didn’t notice his unnecessary  mistake.                                                                    
         A       B         C            D           E                                 
18. With the current wave of crime, tourists are permitted to make sure their passports are secure.                                    
         A          B                            C      D             E
19. There are little workers today in rural areas than there were a decade ago.      

                   A                                      B          C               D   E

Add the correct prefix  to the word in bold and complete the sentence.                                                          (1 point)
20. We have just bought a…………… -detached house in Scotland.

A. dis   B. super  C. semi  D. sub   E. re
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Complete the second sentence. The second sentence has a similar meaning to the first sentence.                 (1point)
21. Can’t you do any better than that?

Is that………………………………….?
A. can you do better  B. you can do better  C. you can’t do anymore
D. you can do best  E. the best you can do 

Task 3.  Reading
Read the text and choose one best answer.                       (10 points)

Planning the Perfect Party 
1. Everyone loves to spend time with their friends and have fun in a  relaxed atmosphere. However, as anyone who 

has ever thrown a party will know, a lot of hard work goes into hosting a party, and it is not always easy to make sure 
everyone has a good time. The following tips will help you to plan the perfect party.

2. Parties need to be planned carefully. Make a list of everything you need to do and be organized, because things 
can get very busy as the day of your party gets closer. 

3. If you are serving food at your party, choose foods which go together. You could pick a theme for your party and 
make food which fits that theme.

4. Written invitations are a great idea, especially if you can make them fun or different. Don’t forget to put important 
information like the time, date and address on your invitations. Tell your guests when the party starts and when it will 
end. 

5. You can use decorations, lighting and music to create the perfect party atmosphere. Choose your favorite music 
and play it in the background as your guests arrive. It is a good idea to remove your television if it is in the party area. 
You can also replace some of your light bulbs with colored lamps.

6. Just follow these simple steps and you are sure to have a fantastic party that everyone will enjoy! 

22. In which paragraph is food service mentioned?
A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5

23. Which paragraph gives advice about planning the party?
A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5

24. In which paragraph is a perfect party atmosphere described?
A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5

25. Which paragraph helps you with writing invitations?
A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5

26. Which paragraph expresses that throwing a party is hard work?  
A. 1   B. 2  C. 3  D. 4   E. 5

Read the text again and choose one best answer                    (15 points)
27. What is a good way to spend time with friends?

A. throwing a party   B. enjoying the time       C. planning a party    
D. inviting relatives   E. doing homework

28. What is the first thing to be planned?
A. write an invitation to the friends     
B. make a list of everything you need to do
C. buy all things you want  
D. make sure allow yourself plenty of time to  prepare  the party
E. decorate your house

29. How should you choose the foods?
A. The best choice is Chinese  B. Mexican  food is OK
C. Choose foods which go together D. Choose foods which are going to make a mess  
E. Choose pre-packaged foods

30. What should you put on the invitation?
A. about how you like them    B. about your family    
C. about how long you have been preparing the party  D. the  time, date and address 
E. how much money you have been spending on the party

31. How should you create the perfect party atmosphere?
A. Replace the TV in the party area   B. Turn off the music   
C. Use decorations lighting and music    D. Let the guests bring their invitations
E. Serve the junk food
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Read the text again and choose the appropriate word or phrase for each word in bold.                            (9 points)
32. What does the phrase “plenty of time” mean?

A. free time     B. enjoy the time   
C. spend time     D. more than enough time 
E. funny time

33. What does the phrase “perfect atmosphere” mean?
A. excellent environment    B. warm weather      
C. fresh air        D. un-decorated house   
E. joyful friends

34. What does the phrase “Throw a party’’ mean?
A. throw something to people having a party B. organize a party  
C. enjoy a party        D. go to a party   
E. get together

 
Task 4. Word Formation

Fill in the sentences with the correct word form.        (6 points)
35. The audience was ……… about the children’s play.

A. excited  B. exciting  C. excitement  
D. excite  E. excitingly

36. My mathematics teacher has very good …………..
A. method     B. methodology 
C. methodological    D. methodically    
E. methodism

37. The suspects were taken in for ………….at the police station.
A. question  B. questioner  C. questioning 
D. questionnaire E. questionable

PART II

Task 5. Social Expressions 

2.1. Match the following locations with the sentences.         (5 points)
A. THEATRE   1. Just a trim, please?
B. HAIRDRESSER’S  2. I’d like a room for two nights ,please.
C. HOTEL   3. Read the letters on the bottom ,please.
D. OPTICIAN’S  4. Excuse me , is this seat taken?
E. PET SHOP   5. What a cute kitten!

2.2.  Read the sentences. Then find the meaning of the words in bold with the appropriate phrasal verb. (6 points)
A. Why don’t you visit us for a cup of coffee after work?
 1. come from  2. come across  3. come over  
 4. come into  5. come on
B. The policeman chased the burglar for five minutes before he finally caught him.
 1. ran out of  2. ran after  3. ran into      
 4. ran over  5. ran on
C. Don’t forget to stop the fire before you go to bed.
 1. put up   2. put on   3. put off     
 4. put out  5. put in
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Task 6. Understanding and Interpreting Data

2.3. Analyze the graph and choose the appropriate answer.                    (10 points)
The following graph shows the percentages of male and female students at the Mongolian University of Science 

and Technology (MUST), Mongolian State University of Education ( MSUE) and the National University of Mongolia 
(NUM) in 1996 and 2005. (figures shown in percentages)

A. The percentage of male students at NUM has ……… from 1996 to 2005.
 1. dropped to 5%    2. increased by 5%  3. fallen by 5%       
 4. fluctuated between 60-80%  5. fallen by 5 times 
B. The percentage of female students at MSUE has …………. from 1996 to 2005.
 1. fallen by 80%    2. risen by 20%         3. increased 2 times   
 4. gone up to 60%   5. increased by 80%
C. The percentage difference between the MUST and NUM female students in 2005 was ….. .
 1. 13%  2. 27%  3. 1 3%-27%    4. 53%   5. 37%
D. The number of male students at MSUE was ………. than the number of female students in 1996.
 1. 20% less     2. more that 20    3. two times more   
 4. 20% more    5. 40% less   
E. The percentage difference of male students at MUST from 1996 to 2005 was ….. .
 1. 2%  2. 5%  3. 80%    4. 87%   5. 85%
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2010 оны Англи õэлний õичээлийн äààлгàврын түлõүүр

No. Variation A Variation B Variation C Variation D

1 D C D B
2 D E C A
3 A B C B
4 C D B C
5 D B D B
6 D B C E
7 B C C C
8 D C C E
9 B B B B
10 B A A A
11 A A B A
12 D D C B
13 D C C C
14 E A D A
15 D B A C
16 C D E A
17 B C E A
18 A E A C
19 E D A A
20 B D B C
21 C A A E
22 D A C C
23 B B C B
24 E A B E
25 E E C D
26 C C D A
27 B C A A
28 D B D B
29 D C A C
30 B C D D
31 C A C C
32 B B A D
33 D A A A
34 B A A B
35 A A A A
36 B B B B
37 C C C C

2.1a 4 4 3 4
2.1b 1 2 2 1
2.1c 2 1 5 2
2.1d 3 3 1 3
2.1e 5 5 4 5
2.2a 3 4 1 3
2.2b 1 3 2 2
2.2c 4 3 4 4
2.3a 5 5 3 3
2.3b 3 3 1 2
2.3c 3 4 1 2
2.3d 4 2 1 1
2.3e 3 3 3 1


